A Comprehensive Protocol to Improve Reproducibility of TxDOT Falling Weight Deflectometer Fleet

The Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) device is extensively used by TxDOT to support routine pavement design, to select rehabilitation strategies, to route super-heavy loads, to load zone, and to support other pavement management activities. The current sixteen-unit FWD fleet of TxDOT is of different vintages, and as such is manufactured from different components. If the fleet is not reproducible, it will positively or negatively impact the reported quality of a district’s pavement condition.

The primary objective of this project was to develop realistic field protocols and specifications, which in a rational manner will allow TxDOT personnel to quantify and improve the reproducibility of the existing and future FWD devices.

What We Did …

We first established the state of the repeatability and reproducibility of the FWD fleet. We established that the fleet was repeatable but work was needed to improve the reproducibility.

The second step of the study consisted of identifying the sources for the lack of reproducibility. We instrumented different components of three FWDs and observed their responses under different loading conditions.

Based on the above study, we developed a three-phase calibration protocol.
The new protocol has several practical advantages.
1. The FWD does not have to be disassembled for the preliminary calibration.
2. The impact of the sensor holder on the response of the sensor can be quantified.
3. The variation in calibration parameters as a function of frequency can be developed so that more comprehensive full-waveform analyses can be performed accurately.
4. The developed software provides calibration information shortly after the calibration is over. As shown in Figure 1, the new protocol contains up to three steps. These steps include:

1. **Physical Inspection and component Replacement:** This step includes a thorough check of the electrical and electronic components, replacement of mechanical components, and tune-up of the FWD to minimize excessive trailer movement and to ensure smooth and centered load application.

2. **Preliminary Calibration:** In the second step, the deflections and load measured with the FWD are compared with those of well-calibrated sensors embedded in a calibration slab. If the FWD system passes the calibration process, it would be ready for operation.

3. **Comprehensive Calibration:** In this stage the sensors that failed step 2 will go through a thorough calibration to identify whether, the sensor, the sensor holder or the electronic system is contributing to the problem.

We also studied the feasibility of replacing the solid load plates with split plates. We constructed several slabs to simulate rutted and sloped pavements.
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What We Found …

We found that the individual FWDs owned by TxDOT are quite repeatable.

The movement of the FWD trailer during the application of the load impacts the reproducibility of the FWD fleet. This movement seems to be a function of the structural design of the trailer, the stiffness and age of the buffers as well as the condition of the components of the geophone holding assembly. The new protocol takes these parameters into consideration.

A preliminary implementation of the protocol in July 2002 using four FWDs demonstrates that it is quite suitable for improving the reproducibility of the fleet. As shown in Figure 2, in 98% of the cases the sensors provide results that yield reproducibility of better than 5%. Under the old calibration system, only about 70% of the sensors yielded results that were better than 5% reproducible.

We also concluded that FWD devices equipped with split plates impart more uniform load to the pavement. The split plates in general improved the performance of the FWD. However, the deflections measured with the two plates are different. Should TxDOT decide to utilize split load plates, a means of adjusting the deflections measured with the new configuration to those historically measured with the solid plate should be devised.

The Researchers Recommend …

The initial implementation of the calibration process demonstrated that the proposed protocols are quite effective in improving the reproducibility of the fleet. We recommend that TxDOT implement the new protocol as soon as possible.

Figure 2 – Comparison of Reproducibility after Original Calibration Process and after Calibration with Proposed Process
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